Don’t Shoot the Messenger
This Messenger is SubSpace Protected
To start such a story we first need to outline the message. The 5-5-2011 Indigo firmware was never
tested for biofeedback by QWV before it was installed in over 2000 systems. When it was tested in June
2012 in Budapest it was found that the firmware change had disabled the crucial legal claims of
biofeedback functions. This was a major tragedy meaning that all indigos at this time were fraudulent.
New software was designed and the 12-12-12 version with the BIG made the Indigo legal and compliant.
This upgrade is mandatory, compulsory, required, obligatory, and absolutely essential.

Desire’ is telling you the truth about
absolutely everything
TQA and QWV are lying about most
everything
This is absolutely true and an undeniable fact. But some people did not like the message so they decided
to attack the messenger Desire’. The message was made public to help all get legal and compliant, but
there are bigots who took over much of QWV TQA and they hate their loss of power and they hate
Desire’. They had to attack the messenger since they could not attack the message. Kevin Greene had a
chat site that had to be closed when bigots took it over and posted lies about me. Jane Irvin had a site
and it had to be closed when Bigots attacked me with malicious lies. Then came the unscrupulous
Industry Debate and Discussion Site. I started to answer questions with truth honor + integrity and the
truth made them mad.
Bernardine supported the message and was called a stooge. Brad stepped in and was also called a
stooge. Andreea supported the message as she was part of this and was she was called a puppet.
Levente told the story of returning from Canada in 2011 with the promise of a new Indigo that never
came, how we pleaded with QWV to get a harness to test and it never came. Levente could not check
the Indigo till we got a new system with the 5-5 2011 and a harness from a disgruntled owner in June
2012. And Levente was attacked for telling the truth. Iboyla supported the message as she was part of
this and was she was also called a puppet. Hundreds of people got the legal upgrade and loved it, and
when they reported this they were called names. Laima supported the message and was attacked. Jonas
wrote a professional article expose’ and was maliciously attacked. Faith Nelson supported the truth and
was attached. Violetta and many others supported the truth but also was maliciously and violently
attached by the MenoP Nazis as they have been called. Bill Cunningham supported the message as he
was part of this and was he was called an extortionist. Jake Cunningham supported the message as he

was part of this and was he was also called an extortionist and more. This then shows a real lack of
intellect from the accusers, since Bill and Jake did not do any extortion. Darwin supported the truth and
was attacked. Maggie was removed for simply stating a fact. Over 100 people left the industry debate
site or did not join because they feared to support the truth. They feared reprisal from the rampant
banshees. These bigots and penny pinchers will attack all who support this truth. And when you call
them stupid, petty and small minded they just whine and make false accusations. Over ten of the crazies
have called me a liar. And when I ask what is the lie they hide dodge, twist and squirm. Now a lawyer is
making a class action suit against the libel.
I make certain to live fully with honor integrity and honesty. Hell I wear a dress because it is the true me.
I am extremely honest to the minute detail. It is my dedication to truth validation, verification and
respect for the law that has built this industry. And periodically I get attacked by small minds that do not
understand validation and have no respect for the law. So many of us have seen the tragic mindless
slander lying attacks of these malicious whiners and bigots.
Are all of these people so bad or did the bigots just look for any reason to attack. All of these people who
supported the truth were previously embraced and liked by all of the industry, but supporting the
message of truth made certain bigots and cheap skates irrationally angry. I had to leave the industry site
for their criminal activity was so incredible.
Monica was taken of the Quantum Biofeedback site for the crime of libel. Joni who manufactured faulty
unregistered no serial number harnesses also was made to leave for libelous slander. Both were active
participants and their inept incompetence led to the demise of QWV. Gage fed the bigots and did not
stop the libel and malicious attacks on her dismal chat site. So their slander and libel against the truthful
messengers can be better understood as a cover up attempt. Feeble minded discussion of the message
leads to long winded attacks on the messengers from the feeble minded bigots and pinch pennies.
Now we present the absolute proof of the malicious lies and slanderous wrong done by these people.
We started a Facebook chat site just for people seeking truthful answers for questions. We call it “Ask
and it will be Revealed unto You” https://www.facebook.com/groups/askandreveal/208332959328328/.
We run this website with precision to find the truthful answers to questions. But have any of the bigoted
crank whiners come to this site. Answer: NO. They fear the truth like papier-mâché fears rain. And on our
site we do not allow slander or libel. If you call someone a liar or a crook you will have to present good
evidence not vague speculation. So these cranks cannot come to a site where we will not tolerate the
crime of libel. And we discuss issues not people, rumors or gossip. These whiners and bigots and cheapskates slander, maliciously libel and wrongfully attack on other sites. They fear truth.
Such bitterness in the face of truth makes one fear the message and they try to divert attention away
from the message with discussion of the messengers. Karma gets such diversion, what goes around
comes around. There is protection against such evil minded chicanery avoidance of truth. The subspace
prayer wheel in all of the 35,000 EPFX QXCI SCIO INDIGO Eductor systems sold have a super prayer wheel
making prayers that any evil minded or malicious attacks on the developer, the patient, the therapist and
their families will be sent but to the malicious source nine times. With so many active devices being used

every day and each making trillions of prayers a second to protect the developer there is estimated to be
over 35 trillion prayers a day, more than the number of people who have ever lived on this planet. All of
these prayers sending evil back to its source. Watch this to see.
http://indavideo.hu/video/Subspace_Protection_reversal_of_negative_energies_back_to_the_source

Subspace Protection reversal of negative energies back to the source
None of the attacks on any of the messengers can change the message, which remains true. Small minds
discuss people and they think if they slander a messenger it weakens the message. Large minds discuss
issues not people. All of the slander, malicious innuendos, libelous lies and bigot slur cannot change the
truth of this message.

The Truth is
“Upgrade for the Indigo software to the 12-12-12 and the BIG
are mandatory, compulsory, required, obligatory, and
absolutely essential. And TQA and QWV are no longer in touch
with the truth about anything”

Desire’ is telling you the truth about
absolutely everything
TQA and QWV are lying about most
everything

